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Starting as a hobby in 2006, the Game Design Award has become world-famous and is now
considered one of the most revered awards for game development. This is mainly due to the high
quality and the artistic direction of the individual entries. Every year, more than 2000 entries are
submitted to the Game Design Awards. The Game Design Award Administrator reviews the entries
and chooses the finalists. From around 150 finalists, a jury of 15 to 20 game industry professionals
cast 12-25 votes to determine the best game award. Finally, the jury selects a winner: the DICE
Game of the Year. This year the jury was composed of the judges of the 2016 Game Design Award.
Your Help is Needed! Do you enjoy the DICE Game of the Year and the amount of work that goes into
the competition? Want to have more awesome content like this? As one of the judges, you get the
chance to help shape the winning entry and get it recognized! Visit
www.gdamagetoy.com/Costumes2015 to learn more. Rules for Participation and Copyright Images
can be used on sites like Facebook and Twitter (with appropriate credit, such as the game title and
the award logo). If you want to include the images on your site, you need to obtain permission from
the Game Design Awards. If you want to use the game and logo on your page, you need to use the
official web page that you can find here: www.gdamagetoy.com/Costumes2015 If you want to use
the image of the winner, you need to put it in a good organization. ( ( Also, do not link directly to the
page of the game; you must link to the official website of the Game Design Awards. Logos are
available on www.gdamagetoy.com/Costumes2015 Also, there is a list of Game Design Awards
Copyright Owners. ( ( Costumes 2015: Game Design Award Winners: Animation: Eyevine Ltd (by
Eyevine Ltd) Design: Subvertible (by Wildman Games) Graphics: Nozoki Games (by Nozoki Games)
Level Design: John

Simplode Suite - Extras Features Key:
Very smooth controls
Simple touch control rules
Excellent game interface, you may enjoy this game.
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OhShape - Electro Party Game Play Screens:

Controls
Controls via left and right change the high/low

Controls the intensity of sound

Choose the main FM radio station

Choose the additional FM radio station

Playing the game

OhShape - Electro Party Game controls:

Touch the right edge of the screen to change the high/low

Touch the left edge of the screen to change the intensity of sound

Touch the middle of the screen to choose the main radio station

Touch the middle of the screen to chose the additional radio station

Touch the middle of the screen to go back
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OhShape - Electro Party Game Info:

Game type:
TUTORIAL=0 - game for learning how to play
COMMENT=1 - notes about the game and your performance
SCORE=2 - stat your performance and store your scores
HOLY=3 - about the fate
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